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Mathematics. - "Continuous one-one transf01'mations of sUljaces 
in tltemselves." (4th communication 1)). By Dr. L. E. J. BROUWER. 
(Commllnicated by Prof. D. J. KORTEWEG). 

(Communicated in the meeting of-May 27, 1911). 

In this communication as in the preceding one we sgall occupy 
ourselves with continuous one-one transformations with invariant 
indicatl'ix of a two-sided surface in itself. 

If for such a kansformation there is an invariant arc of simple 
curve, it contains at least one invariant point; more than one invariant r 
point need not appear. 

If, howeyer, each of iis two sides is invariant, then the arc contains _ 
at least two invariant points; more than two invariant points need 
not appeal'. 

Of the former of these two evident theorems we have shown in 
§ 2 of the third communication that it can be extended to the most 
general cu'cular continllum (of which the arc of simple curve can 
be regarded as the simplest type); to the latter theorem we shaH 
give the same extension in the following. 

A segment of the dl'cumference formed by the accessible points 
of a circular continuum will be called a complete circumference 
segment, if the set of its limiting points is identical to the cirClllar 
contimmm itself. 

As the generalization of the arc of simple curve with two in variant 
sides we can considel' a circlliar continllllm q/ whose cil'cllmference 
eau be divided by two "Schnitte" into two complete circumference 
segment." both invariant for the transformation. ' 

Of (pi togetheJ' with a certain vicinity 1/" we construct a continllous 
ol1e-one l'epre'lentation on a tinite reg ion of a Cartesian pItme,_ whel;e 
they pass successively into cp and 1/', and we draw in th at Cartesian 
plane a simp Ie closed curve % lying together with its image and its 
counterimage in lr', whilst its inner domain contains (p. I • 

All ftgures to be constl'Ucted iu the following and likewis'e the11' 
images and their cOllnterimages we suppose to 1ie in '1/'. . , 

According to the third communication cp possesses a point Iinvariant 
for the transformation ; we shall suppose that this point I is the only 
invariant point of cp. ' 

The two Schnitte determining on cp the two invariant com~lete 
r , b' I 

circumfel'ence segments 01 and °2 , we sllall represent y SI and S2 . 

1) See these Proceedings Vol. XI, p. 788, Vol. XII, p. 286, Vol. XIII, p. 767. 
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.A n arC' of sim ple curve joining two poin ts of the circumference 
of (P, and fol' the rest not meeting (P, will he called a sIeleton m'c. 

We sUl'round (P by a fundamental series of polygons Il\, 932' ipa.·" 

approximating, (P at distances l\, 1:2, 1'3' ••••• (1:1c+1 < ~ I:le). Tlw side 

of the largest square whose inner domain lies between ipn and (P, 

we represent hy en; for indefinitely increasing n we find th at el! 

converges to zero. 
Each polygon 'Die we divide into segments in whlch the dlstance 

of (he endpoints lies between 41:/c and 121:1., and the distance of t,vo 
arbitrary points does not exceed 241:lc, and we draw from the points 
which sepal'ate these segments, to (P paths < 21:lc not intersecting 
each other, and cutting each polygon SPn (n > I) only once. Each 
two of these paths which immediately succeed each other, form 
together with the segment of SPlc connecting them a skeleton arc. 

We first suppose that the Schnitt SI is not determined by an 
accessible poini, and we choose on a fundamental series of polygons. 
~"'I ' SP"-!l ' . .. a fundamental series of skeleton arcs S"I' s"-!l' ... , not 
intersecting each other, con verging to a &ingle point P, and all 
containing between their endpoints the Schnitt SI' The arc of sp" 

p 

belonging to SC/. we shall represent by q" . 
p p 

Wethen construct an arc of simple curve b endillg 111 P, inter
secting each element s':p of a certain fundamental series S':I' s,:~, ... 

(contained in the series of the sC/.) once and only once in a point 
I' 

P':p of q,"p, and passing there from the outside of s':p io its inner 

side. The part of b contailled between P,: 1 and P,: we represent 
p- p 

by b- , the part of sp,: pl'eceding resp. following q,: ,and lying inside 
'I' p P 

S,: ,by t,: resp. v,: . Then it is impossible that as well the part 
1'-1 }J P 

of t-: lying to the l'ight of b,: , as the part of v,: lying to the len of 
I' p P 

b,:, cOllverge to zero; for, in that case P would be an accessible point. 
I' 
So out of the series of the T:p we can select such a fundamental 

s~ries (31' (3z , .. , (preceded in the series of the T:p successively by the 
elements y 1 , Y 2 , ••• ), and determine to that series sueh a quantity c 
that fol' each (3p is attained on e. g. the part of t~p lying to the right 

of b~ a maximum distance > 32c from P by a certain point Q(3 
p " P' 

whilst . neither 8,,/ ' nor SF ' nor bf" reach a distance > c from P, 
" lP' P P 

and, EI ' as weU as e"l are < c. p p 

Then on V/3 ,lies a point Rf" which can be joined with Q(O inside 
pup 

21'i< 
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~\3 by a path ~ eï V2, whilst farthermore Qf' and Rf' may be 
p - p p p 

connected with rp by paths Qf' Hf' and R
f
3 1(, < ~ E~ , lying 

p p P P 2 r'p 

olltside \~\3, and not cutting SJ3 , thus containing SI between them. 
p I' ~ • 

These tbree paths farm a skeleton arc Hf' Qf' Rf' X} whose si,r,e 
p p p p , 

for indefinitel~T increasing p converges to zero, and which we shall 
represent by 6f3 

P 

SA out of tbe series of the (jp we can select a fllndamental series 
r I' r 2' •• , in such a way th at fol' inclefinitely increasing p the skeleton 
arc 6 F" converges to a si?~qle point V not iclentical to P. . 

'Ve shall now suppose that the Schnitt SI is determined by an 
accessible point P. Let in that case w be a path leading to P, and 
Jet S1> Sz, •• , be a fundamental series of skeleton ares separating SI 
fL'om ", and whose si ze converges to zero. Then as soon as IJ has 
exreeded a rel'tain value, all sp must cut w, and that in points whlrh 
fol' indefinitely increasing IJ unifonnly convel'ge to P, sa that sp con
verges f01' indefinitely inc1'easing p ~lnif01'mly to P. 

Sa if SI resp. S2 is not determined by an accessible point roin
ciding with 1, we can construct a skeleton arc UI VI resp. ~ Va as 
small as we like, separating SI resp. Sa from ", and not cntting its 
image U\ V'I resp. U'a V'a, sa th at either the circumference segment 
UI VI resp. Ua Va is a part of the cil'cumfel'ence segment U\ V'I 
resp. U' 2 V'a' or the ciL'cumference segment U'l V'I resp. U'~ V'a,is a 
part of the circumfel'ence segment UI VI resp. U2 Va. 

Farthel'more it js impossible that SI and S2 are determined by 
accessible points coinciding with each other, for, in th at case the 
derived sets of 0l and O2 would have only that one point in common, 
sa that VI and va wOllld not be complete circumference segments. 

On Ol we choose a point P not coinciding with I; the image of 
P we l'epresent by PI, the image of P' by Pil, the counterimage 
of P by P" From " we draw to P, PI, Pil, PI paths w, z, 'U, v not 
meeting each other, and containing such endsegments e, e', e", el that 
e' is the image of e, e" the image of e', ei the counterimage of e, and, 
\ye construct an arc of simple curve k starting in P, not passing 
Lhl'ough I, cutting O2 , and not meeting w; the image of k we repre
sent by k', the image of k' by kil, the counterirnage ot' k by kj, the 
size of Ic, k', Ic", ki successively by g, g', gil, gi, the largest resp. smallest 
one of the latter four quantities by gh resp. gl. We describe circles 
a, a', a", al containing in their inner domains j,j',j",ji at' a distance 
flit suecessively the 'l.l'CS k, k', k", ki, and we .take care to choose k 
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.so small that ,two arbitrary ones of (he sets of points w +), z + J', 
,~t + j'[, V + ji possess a distance > 8 gil from each othel', that the 
parts of w, z, ~t, v contained in j,},j",ji helong entil'ely to e, e', e", et, 
and that k cannot contain a skeleton arc separating a Schnitt SI or 
S2 determined by an accessible point coinciding with T, from the infinite. 

Either k or /.;' contains a point Q of O2 acces si bIe frolIl ~ along a 
path not cutting (p + 7c + k'. In the following we shall assume Q 
to belong to k; if it were to belong to k', we might consider instead 
of the given transfol'mation its inverse, and th en follow the reasoning 
of the text. 

From ~ to Q we lay a path m not cutting (p + k + k' + w. 
The part of k contained bet ween Pand Q we represent by 1', 

its image by 1", the üllage of 1" by r". lf we then appl'oximate (P + l' 
at a sufficiently smaH distance by a polygon SV, this polygon P COl1-

tains two arcs PI and P2 both connecting wand m, and having no 
point in common. Together with certain parts of w + l' + m these 
arcs PI and IJl form two polJgons 1:)\ and p~ whose inner domains 
have no point in common, so that the inner domain of e.g. ~I does 
not contain the point 1. We then determine the positive sense of 
circuit of the circumfel'ence of (p by a circuit from P to Q inside If\. 

The circmnference segment PQ contains one and not more than 
one of the two Schnitte SI and S2: we may assume the Schnitt 
SI to belong to the circumference segmeut PQ. 

Then SI "cannot be determined by an accessible point coinciding 
with I; for, in that case l' could not contain a skeleton arc separating 
SI from the infinite, so that the point 1 would be accessible inside 
~I' which is impossible, I lying outside \".PI' 

We represent the image of Q by Q', and accol'ding io the manncl' 
of succession of the points P, P', Q, Q' for a positive sense of eil'cuit 
we distinguish four cases. 

, First case: P' precedes P, ancl Q' p]'(;cecles Q. 

In this case l' contains a skeleton arc d sepal'ating Q' fl'om the 
infinite, and uecessible ti'om the infinite without a crossing of (p+1'+r'. 
Let J1 be 'the endpoint of cl pre ce ding Q' on the circumfel'ence of 
'ep, t a segment of cl containing' .1..11, c the part of l' that remains a,fter 
destroying in r all skeleton arcs separating Q' from the infinite. 

Between ,the image w' of wand t we construct a polygonal line 
\"'p'a, and ,between tand the image 117/ of m a polygonalline 11)'4 whieh 
both approximate (P + c + r ' + 1'" at a distance E. 

!l1he segment cut off from w' resp, t by \"'p'B we represent by 
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t=J resp. Ti,; the segment cut olf from t resp. m' by q.'l'4 we 1'epresent~ 
by T'4 resp. (.1'; the part of t contained between the endpoints of 
1)', and ~V4 we represent by T'. The arcs r', F', ip'~, T' ip'4' (.1' form 
together a polygon ~'; 1 lies outside th is polygon. For the lengths 
of the transfOl'matlOn vector and of the ióverse transformation vector 
lDside ~' the1'e exists a certain mimmum i:, Let j be a quantity 

h
l. 

smaller than gl and smaller t an 8 ~_; thel1 we take care to choose 

[ so small that 

We dlvlde ~'3 aud ~'4 mto segments in which the dlstance of the 
1 3 

endpomts hes between 8 j and 8" j, and the distal1ce of two arbit1'ary 

3 
pomts IS smaller than - f. From the points sepal'ating these segments 

4 
we draw to f( + C + 1,1 +)''' l'eetllmeal' paths whose lengths he 

1 3 
betweel1 2 [ and 2 F, but among Ihese paths we retain only those 

whose endpoints do not he on 1', 1" or r". These remaining paths 
determine together wtth w', m', T' 3' aud T'4 skeleton arcs lying 
agamqt 1))', and ~'4' aod not meeting their coullterimage skeleton 
ares, whilst these countel'Ïmage skeleton ares can meet neither r nor 1", 

The last pomt of intelsectlOn with ~'3 ofthe counterimage skeleton 
arc 8 separating Q' from the lOfinite, we represent by L; the image 
of L we represent by L', the Image of 8 by 8', the first point of 
ll1tel'SeetlOn of r with ~' by E, the image of E by E'. 

Fig. 1a. 

A). s' is 8epamted by 8 jl'om the infinite. 
Our alm is to find the total angular varia
tlOn rol of the inverse transformation vertor 
fol' a posIÎlve circuit of the polygon ~', 

and we represent by Xl the total angle 
deseribed by the inyel'se transformation 
vector from P' to L' along lP'; by X2 the 
total angular variation of a nowhere 
vamshing vector of which the ol'igin rum, 
from P' to L' along lP', and the endpoiut 
as a contlOuous fnnction of the origio 
from P to L aloug pat!l a1'C.'l nowhere 
passing outside ~', èonstructed aeeording 
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lto ~ '2 of the third communicaüon 1); by rp1 the total angle described 
by the inverse tl'ansformation vector along the segment L' E' of 1lJ'; 
by rpz the total angular variation of a nowhe1'e vamshing vector of 
which the origm runs, fl'om L' to E' along ~\', and the enJpomt as 
a èontinll,ous function of the origin from L tot E along a curve p 
lyillg inslde Il}'~); by 1/'1 the total angle deserlbed by the inverse 
ftransfol'mation \'ectol' along the segment E' P' of 1,1, by l~'~ the 
tota1 angular variatIon of a nO\vhel'e vanishmg vector of which thc 
origin :runs from E' to P' along 1,1, and the endpomt as a COll

tinuous function of the origin from E to P along a CUl've obtamed 
by replacing in the segment EP of l' each part lying outside ~" by 
the segment of 1))'4 joming tbe same endpoil1ts. 

Then the following equations hold: 

Xl = X2 + 2n.1l' (n ~ 0) 

(P1 = (f'2 

t/'t = l~2 
(01 = Xl + (P1 + t'\. 

Now X~ + rp2 + t/J2 l'epresents the tota1 angular variatlon of a 
110whel'e vanlshing vector of which the origm describes the polygon 
Î.}3' in a positlve seJ) se, and the endpomt as a contmllous functlon 
of the origin, a closed curve nowhe1'e passing outside q.v, 80 that 
we have: 

Rence: 
(01 = 2nn' (n ~ 1), 

Fig. lb. 

1) See these Proceedings Vol. Xlll, p. 770. 
2) IC L' lies not on ~', but on one of the paths connecting ~' anti cp, wc must 

take care that p does not meet this path. 
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so thnt we i1.l'rivc at the abs\1l'd l'esnIt that inside \.p' must 'lie an 
mvnrinnt point. 

E). s' ü not separatecl by 8 jl'om the infinite. Then the ,two end
pomtb of s' as weIl as the two endpoints of 8 .lie on O2 , Defining 
(I)p XP X2' rpI' rp2' '~Jl 1~2 in the same way as just now, we arl'ive here 
nt tbe following equations : 

Xl = X2 + 2nn- (n > 1, because between P' and s' lies the Schnitt SJ 
rf I = (P2 - 2.n' 

tf\ = 11'2 
(Ol = XI + (PI + '1'1 
X2 + T2 + '~2 = 2.1t'. 

Thus agam (Ol = 2nn- (n > -I), so that inside 1:P' there 'would ha"e 
to he an lI1vadant pomt. 

Second case: P' jollows p, ancl Q' prececles Q. 
A). Q' i~ separatecl by l' f/'om tlte infinite. We construct the 

polygonal lmes 'P'3 and q:I'4' and the po]ygon q:I' wIth its skeleton 
filCS m the same way as in tlte first case. Then the counterimage 
of I"))' IS a sllIlp]e closed curve q:I bearing skeleton arcs which, like 
those of ':))', cut neither }' nor }". We want to find the totalangnlar 
Va,l'latlOn '?-I of the transformatlOn vector for a positive circuit of ïp. 

'Ve repl'esent by E' the endpoint of 1l3'3 
on t; by E the counterimage of E'; by XI 
the tota] angle described by the transforma
tion vector along the segment PE of q3; by 
X2 the total angu]ar val'iation of a nowhere 
vanishing vector of which tbe origin runs 
from P to E along 1:)), and the end point as 
a contiIluollS function of the ol'lgin from P' 
to E' along path arcs nowhere passing out
side 1.).'; by "'I the total angle descrioed by 
the transformation vector along the segment 

Fig. 2a. EP of 1)); by '1'2 the total angular variation 
of a nowhere vanishmg vector of which the origin runs from E to 
P along ~, and the endpoint as a continuous function of tbe ol'igin 
nlong a CUl've obtained by replacing in the segment E' P' of qJ' each 
pitrt lying outbide q:I by the segment of l' .ioining the same endpoillts. 

From the equations 
XI = X2 + 2n.n' (n ~ 0) 
~I = 't~2 

{}ol = Xl + '~l 
X~ + ~2 = 2.7f 
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then ensues l'tl = 2n.1l: (n ~ 1), so thu.t inside lP there would have to 
lie an ,in'variant point. , 

B). 0,' is 1iot sëpamtecl by r from the infinite. We construct between 
w' and m' a polygonal line approximatÏllg cp+r+r' +'1''' at a distance 
E, cutting oir flOm w' resp. m' the segment F' .J:esp. tJ-', and forming 
with F', r', and tJ-' a polygon 11)'. The de ter
mination of' E, and the c'onstl'uction of the 
skeleton arcs of ,~, take p1ace in the same 
way as in the first case. We want to find 
tbe total angl1lar variatlOn {tI of the trans
formatiol1 vector for a pObiti\ e circuit of the 
cOl1nierimage ~\ of ~', and we understand 
by {t2 the total angular val'iation of a '110-

whm;e vanishing vector of which tIle origin 
dflscribes lP, and the endpoint as a continuous 
function of the origin runs th'st from P' I to , 
0,' along path al'CS nowhere pa'3smg outside 
\.p, anà finally describes 1". 

Then we have: 

{tI = {t~ + 2n.1l: (n ~ 0) 

{t2 = 2.?l 

z. 

Fig' 2b. 

Hence {tI = 2n.?l (n ~ 1), so that inside ~ the1'e would have to lie 
an in variant point. 

Tlti1'fZ case: P' follows P, ancl 0,' follows O,. 

In this case l' contains a skeleton arc cl separating 0,' from the 
infinite, aml accessiblé from the infilllte wIthout a cI'ossing of rp+r+1". 
We determine c, t, and E, and we construct lP' 3' I.).",tl \.p', i.j), and the 
skeleton al'CS of these po1ygons m the same way as m the second 
case under A). 

The last point of intersectiol1 wttb ïp of the skeleton arc s' of 
I.)."s sepnrating Q from the infinite, we represent by L'; the counter
image of D' we repj'esent by L, the counterimage of 8' hy s, tbe 
endpoint of \'p'3 on t by E', the rounterimu.ge of E' by E, 

A). 8 is sepamted by s' from t!te infinite. Our ahn is to find the 
total nngnlar vadation {tI of the trnnsformation vector for a positive 
circuit of \.p, and we represent by Xl tlle tota1 angle described by 
the tl'ansformation vector fl'om P to L u.10ng ;P; by X~ the tota1 
angulal' va1'iation of a nowhe1'o vanishing vector of which the ol'igin 
runs from P to L along Il', u.nd the end point aS,a continuous fuuction 
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of the origin from P' to L' along path 
arcs nowhere passing outside lP; by 
CfJl the total ang]e described by the 
'transformation vector from L to E 
along lP; by (P2 the total angular 
variation of a llowhere vanishing 
vector of which the origin runs from 
L to E along i).\ and the endpoint 
as a continuous function of the ol'igin 
inside lP from L' to E' along an 
arc of simple curve IJ; by 1/Jl the 
total angle de~cribed by the trans-
ftormation vector from E to P F' 3 Jg. a. 
along sP; by 1/'2 the total angular vadation of a nowhere vanishing 
vector of which the ol'igin runs from E to P along lP, and the 
endpoint as a continuous function of the origin along a curve obtained 
by replacing in the segment -E' P' of ~v each part lying outside ~, 
by the segment of ]' ,joining the same endpoints. 

Then the following equations hold: 

Xl = X2 + 2n.n- (n ~ 0) 

PI = P2 + 2.n-

1/'1 = 1/'2 

{tI = Xl + CfJl + 1/'1 

X% + p, + 1/'2 = 2.n-. 

Hence {tI = 2n.?l' (n ~ 2), so that inside lP there would have to lie 
an invariant point. , , 

B). ; is not 'sepamted by s' '.trom the 
injinite. Then the two endpoints of s 
as weIl as the two endpoints of s' lie 
on O2, Defining {tI' Xl' X2' PI' P2' lPl' lP: 
in the same way as ,just now, we arrive 
here at the following equations: 

Fig. Bb. 

Xl = X: + 2nn en ~ 1, oecause between 
Pand s lies the SChnitt, 81) 

PI = P: 
1/'1 = 1/': 

{tI = Xl +P1 + 1/'1 

X: + CfJ2 + -lp: = 231'. 

Thus again {tI = 2n31' (n ~ 2), so that inside ~ there would have 
to lie an invariant point. 
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Fourth case: P' zn'ecedes P, and Q' jollows' Q. 

iI). Q' is sepamted by l' Jl'om the infinite. We construct the polygon 
~' with its skeleton arcs in the same way as in the third case. We 
want to find the total angu]al' variation f0 1 of the inverse transfor
mation vector for a positive <'Ïreuit of ~', and we represent by XI 
the total angJe descl'ibed by the inverse 
tl'ansformation veetor along the segment P' Q' 
of \p'; by X2 the total angnlar variation of 
a nowhere vanishing vector of whieh the 
origin runs from P' to Q' atong ~', an'd 
the endpoint as a eontinuous function ofthe 
origin from P to Q along pa th arcs nowhere 
passing outside ~'; by 'lfJI the total angle 
descl'Ïbed by the inverse transformation vectol' 
from Q' to P' along 1"; by tlJ~ the total 
angu]ar variation of a nowhel'e vanishing 
vector of which the origin runs from Q' to Fig. 4a. 

P' a]ong 1", and the endpoint as a continuous function of the origin 
from Q to P along a curve obtained by replacing in l' each part 
lying outside ip' by the segment of ip'4 ,joining the same endpoints. 

From the equations 

Xl = X2 + 2mr (n ~ 0) 

'lfJI ='lfJ, 
(01 = Xl + lPl 
X, + 'lfJ2 =- 2n 

then ensues (01 == 2nn' (n ~ 1), so th at inside QJ' there would have to 
lie an invariant point. 

l!'ig. 4b. 

B). Q' is not sepamtecl by l' Jrom the 
infinite. We construct the polygon \P' with 
its skeleton arcs in the same way as in the 
second ease under B). We want to find the 
total angular variation (01 of the inverse 
transformatioll vector 1'01' a positive circuit 
of \p', and we understand by (02 the total 
angular variation of a nowhere vanishing 
vector of whieh the origin describes \p', and 
the endpoint as a continuous function of the 
origin runs first from P to Q along path 
arcs IlOW here passing outside \p', and finally 
describes 1'. 
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Then we have: 

( 310 I) 

W l = W 2 + 2n:r (n ~ 0) 

W 2 ~ 2n-

Hence W'l ' 2n.il' (n ~ 1), so that inside 1" there \vould have to lie 
an invariant point. , , 

With this we have completely pl'oved the following 
THEOREM. Fo!' a continuous one-one tJ'ansfol'nwtion ~vith inva.,1'iant 

indicat1,itlJ of a two-sicled sU1jace in itself a cÎ1'czûar continuurn wit!t 
two sepamtecl invariant complete cirC1tm,jel'ence segm,ents contaîns at 
least two invaJ'iant points. 

ER RAT A. 

In the 31c1 cOlllmuI1lcation on this subject, these Pl'oceedings Vol. XIII 

p. 767, 1. 6 -fl'Om top 
1. 20 fi'om top 

for: indicated. but 
for: ]Jm'(lboli 

read: indicated but 
read: pambolic 

Physiology. -- C. A. PEKELHARING reads a paper on: "T!te etL'cretion 
of creatinin in lIwn wule1' t!te injluenCll of rnusculur tonus", 
aftel' expel'iments by Mr. J. ?-ARKINK. 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1911). 

Some time ago I reported here on an investigation by Mr. VAN 
HOOGENRUYZE and mytlelf, pl'oving that in vel'tebrates the content 
of creatin in the voluntary muscles increases during the tonus, but 
not dUl'ing simple contractions of the muscles. We may therefol'e 
expect that by mcrease of the muscu]ar tonus more creatin passes 
into the blood than in other circnmstanc~s. Moreover a later in ves
tigation showed us that cl'eatin, when gradually mtl'oduced into the 
cil'cul~ting blood, is partIy excrcted by the kidneys as creatinin 1). So 
we may ,conclude that an incl'eased tonus will lead to a h\.rger 
excretion of' creatinin. , 
I) ~ t 

A series of' estimations by VAN HOOGENHUYZE and V ERPLOEGH 
showed indeed thai less creatinin is excreted per huur dUl'ing the 
night when the muscles as a rule are relaxed in sleep, than in the 
daytime, whÈm the muscles are now in a tightel', now in n less 
intense' tonus. Besides they stated that 'a smnller amount of creatinin 

I) Onderzoekingen Physiol. Laborat. Utrecht, 5de R. XI. p. 2a6. 


